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Let me join with Barbadians to commend the 
Barbados Manufacturers’ Association (BMA) 
for convening another of its signature events - 
BMEX 2019 - my first BMEX Expo, since becoming 
Minister of International Business and Industry. 
This occasion is an opportunity for renewed 

hope and optimism as expos like this are an opportunity 
for introspection, affirmation of our identity and 
innovation. At BMEX we can see businesses and individual 
entrepreneurs embrace what makes us Barbadian. 

For over five decades, the BMA has been the bedrock of 
the manufacturing sector, demonstrating its commitment 
to the industry’s sustainability and advancement. This 
tenacity has fortified manufacturing in Barbados. 

During the pre- and post-independence eras, the 
manufacturing sector helped to buttress and sustain 
Barbados’ growth and development, especially during 

periods of economic volatility and instability. The 
contribution of the manufacturing sector to gross 
domestic product, employment and foreign direct 
investment is indisputable. In fact, our history has shown 
that manufacturing in Barbados has paralleled our pride 
and perseverance.  This is mirrored to a greater extent by 
our adoption of international best practices particularly 
in technology, new product development and quality 
management systems, among others.

This year’s BMEX theme, “The Rebirth of Pride and 
Industry” is undeniably an inspiring one.  Our identity 
differentiates us and can offer inspiration for the unique 
positioning, and product and service offerings, of local 
companies. No one on earth can do “Bajan” better than a 
Bajan. As we look to compete and differentiate ourselves 
from similar ventures across the globe, let us consider 
the best of who we are. Let us reflect and evolve in the 

Ministry encourages 
support for rebirth of 
pride and industry

Message from The Honourable Ronald Toppin, M.P.
Minister of International Business and Industry
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service experiences and products that we develop. We 
have historically been a people who have met challenges 
with tenacity, ingenuity and thrift. As we face challenging 
economic times, we must embrace the same Barbadian 
qualities that we innately possess, pair them with sound 
business practices and use them to fuel innovation, 
entrepreneurial growth, increased exports and global 
expansion. Our “Rebirth of Pride and Industry” begins 
with the belief that we innately have what it takes to 
see the growth of internationally competitive Barbadian 
business that operate at the intersection of creativity and 
commerce.

As we celebrate BMEX 2019, we recognise that 
the private sector’s engagement and efforts cannot 
be overemphasised. Cognisant of this, we applaud 
the craftsmanship of our locals, their exhibits and 
product offerings and, by extension, the revolutionary 
new product showcase. Additionally, kudos to the 
international buyers’ forum, featuring delegations from 
here in the Caribbean and from even as far as East Asia, 
Europe and the Middle East. This segment of BMEX is 
indicative of the extent to which the BMA will endeavour 
to create opportunities to deepen the development of 
the local manufacturing sector and to promote trade and 
investment opportunities with non-traditional partners, 
while bringing added value, flair and flavour to this 
expo. This rich blend of national pride with regional and 
international diversities will ultimately contribute to our 
export earnings capacity and capability, having a direct 

impact on Barbados’ economic growth at a juncture in 
our history when such stimulus is indispensable.  

My Ministry is here to lead the charge and to encourage 
every Barbadian to support and participate in our “Rebirth 
of Pride and Industry”. We recognise that private sector 
efforts at indigenous business development, expansion 
and exports need to be encouraged and connections to 
global markets must be orchestrated. This exposition is 
aimed at doing just that. This year’s BMEX will highlight 
innovation in manufacturing through a new and improved 
product showcase.  Significantly increasing our export 
earnings as a country can have a direct impact on our 
economic growth.

As such, the Ministry of International Business and 
Industry is using a collaborative and multi-pronged 
approach to support the development and export 
expansion opportunities for progressive companies 
with high export goals. BMEX, led by the Barbados 
Manufacturers’ Association (BMA) and supported by the 
BIDC and other Government agencies, is only one of the 
undertakings. 

It is with much anticipation that I look forward to 
experiencing “The Rebirth of Pride and Industry” at BMEX 
2019. Congratulations to the BMA, the BIDC and the entire 
BMEX team on their efforts to coordinate an event that 
inspires national pride and promotes industry. “Thank 
you” to all the individual team players involved in the 
planning, coordination and execution of BMEX 2019, for 
your commitment to revitalising industry in Barbados.
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This year the Barbados Manufacturers’ Association 
(BMA) has expanded the scope of BMEX in line with 
our theme: “The Rebirth of Pride and Industry”. 
We have recognised that as our global economy 
evolves and our nation explores rebuilding efforts, 
the exhibition must remain relevant to the changing 

needs of our customers, both local and international. 
For many years, the exhibition has contributed positively 

to the development of manufacturing in Barbados. It has 
been one of the main mechanisms for businesses to advertise 
their products and to access potential customers from a 
broad demographic. BMEX has also provided opportunities 
for businesses to expand their export reach with the Buyers 
Programme facilitated by the Barbados Investment and 
Development Corporation (BIDC). 

The BMA has now taken the trade exhibition one step further 
by incorporating the salience of the services sector and by 
introducing new aspects such as the hosting of seminars and 
talks throughout the course of BMEX 2019. These talks are 
aimed at shedding light on developments in the manufacturing 
sector and what is now necessary for securing better production 
processes and igniting innovations in the sector. 

Subsequently, skills are an important aspect of 
manufacturing. There was a perspective that a pair of hands, 
a strong back and a committed work ethic was the most 
important skills for enjoying a career in manufacturing. 
Generations of manufacturing workers utilised these hands-
on skills for decades as Barbadian manufacturing soared. 
Today’s manufacturing workers need to have a wider scope 
of skills to be successful—something we know first-hand as 
technology is now required in many areas of the production 

line. New policies such as the ban of plastics and the need to 
expand manufacturing sectors are requiring new skills and 
technology within manufacturing. To this end, we will be 
working closely with the Barbados Vocational Training Board 
(BVTB), the Technical and Vocational Education and Training 
(TVET) Council of Barbados and other institutions to move 
manufacturing forward. 

CARICOM remains Barbados’ main export market. Because 
of our cultural similarities and common institutions, countries 
within the region have remained natural business partners. This 
year we will be working to expand the opportunities for local 
manufacturers in regional markets. On this note, BMA would 
like to highlight another one of our crucial partners for BMEX 
2019, the Caribbean Export and Development Agency, who will 
be bringing a number of potential buyers to the exhibition from 
across the region. They will also be showcasing a number of 
participants in their WE-Export: Women empowered through 
export programme. 

Government’s accountability to the sector is crucial. 
Currently, the sector has been facing many challenges with the 
various increases in taxes, customs matters and international 
requirements which are making it expensive to do business to 
name just a few. Nevertheless, we acknowledge the dialogue 
Government is having with the sector and we hope that this 
open door policy can result in meaningful decisions that will 
work in the favour of manufacturers. 

BMEX 2019 will truly be an exhibition of “The Rebirth of Pride 
and Industry” in the manufacturing sector in Barbados. The 
Barbados Manufacturers’ Association looks forward to hosting 
all patrons, exhibitors and panellists attending Barbados’ 
largest and most dynamic trade exhibition – BMEX 2019.

A Rebirth of 
Pride and Industry

Message from President of the Barbados 
Manufacturers’ Association, Robert Noel.
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Manufacturing in Barbados has withstood many 
economic and social changes over the years. The 
sector has assisted in developing nationhood 
through some of the traditional products/brands 
which we can truly call our own. However, like 
most things in life the sector has evolved over 

time. Evolution does bring with it some positive and negative 
effects. Nevertheless, the industry is now at a juncture where 
many transformational advancements are being sparked and it 
is poised to reposition, if the right policy framework is created 
for manufacturers. We at the BMA are excited about the rebirth 
that is about to happen.

BMEX 2019 will illustrate all that is reflected in the theme 
“The Rebirth of Pride and Industry”. This year’s celebrations 
represent a renewal of the Barbados Manufacturers’ 
Association’s commitment to the sector. We support the revival 
of the industry through technological innovation, creativity and 
strong linkages with other sectors. 

It is true that the manufacturing industry has seen a decline 
specifically in the last 20 years, but the developmental gains that 
it has provided must be refocused to underscore its importance. 
The sector has contributed significantly to employment and 
social development in the past. Currently, the fragility of the 
country’s economy has been stimulating innovation and 
enterprise which is spurring economic development. A new 
type of entrepreneur is arising, who is utilising indigenous 
materials and a mixture of skilled labour and technology to 

create value-added products. The BMA is excited about these 
developments. 

Persons are utilising artistic and artisan talents which 
they possess to create niche products in the areas of beauty, 
condiments, spirits, fashion, furnishings and decorative 
household items.  Consequently, diversity is being created 
within the sector, leading to greater commercial presence 
of Barbadian-made products in the international and local 
markets. The craftsmanship, creativity and excellence that 
will be on display at BMEX 2019 can only serve to reinforce the 
quality of local manufacturing.

Manufacturing remain a pillar of significance within 
Barbados’ economy. It is supported by a number of other sectors 
such as services and agriculture. BMEX 2019 will also showcase 
the cross sectoral fertilisation between industries through 
our Creative Village where our mixologists, fashion designers, 
entertainers and others will create a dynamic experience for 
patrons. We are thrilled to have the Barbados Coalition of 
Services Industry (BSCI) on board as a partner this year, as we 
execute the promotion of the value added the services sector 
brings to manufacturing. 

Conclusively, in my capacity as executive director of 
the Barbados Manufacturer’s Association, I extend a warm 
welcome to you all. The BMEX 2019 experience promises to be 
a revitalising one. Do not miss this celebration of everything 
Bajan! 

Message from Executive Director of the Barbados 
Manufacturers’ Association, Shardae Boyce

Bringing to Life our Theme 
in One Festive Atmosphere:
BMEX 2019
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The Barbados Investment and Development 
Corporation (BIDC) has long partnered with the 
Barbados Manufacturers’ Association (BMA) to 
support the staging of the Barbados Manufacturers’ 
Exhibition (BMEX) since its first launch in 1982. BMEX 
has played a significant role in the development of 

the manufacturing sector and is the flagship that has served 
to place in sharp relief the importance of manufacturing in 
Barbados. The showcase has thrown up several benefits to 
participating companies including providing the opportunity 
for companies to interact with, build and expand their 
customer base, launch new products and introduce product-
line extensions, conduct market surveys and retrieve vital 
feedback to inform their final offerings and as a whole, to build 
brand equity.  It has also allowed manufacturers and suppliers 
to network with existing and potential buyers and distributors 
of their products.  

The Buyers’ Programme is a critical component of the main 
exhibition that is usually tied to the Whitsuntide weekend, as it 
provides a gateway to global markets, and in so doing, elevates 
the contribution of the event from merely a local showcase of 
goods and services, to a forum of international trade.

The objectives of this programme are:

• to bring the range of products and services produced in   
 Barbados to the awareness of international buyers;

• to create opportunities for new business into new markets  
 for local manufacturers;

• to provide an occasion for local manufacturers to benefit  
 from the critical feedback of international buyers to help  
 inform final output;

• to encourage the participation in BMEX of local companies  
 with products and services of international quality and   
 standards;

• to showcase the country’s industrial and business   
 environment.

In 2016, the BIDC took the reins of the programme to create 
a more dynamic and structured approach to engaging regional 
and international buyers.   The Corporation formulated a well-
packaged sponsored programme of activities that has helped 
to smoothen the path of trade for the sector, and has been well 
received to date.  

The initiative consists generally of an official networking mix-
and-mingle session providing the opportunity for companies to 
meet a diverse group of invited distributors and retailers in one 
space in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere.  The event seeks to 
provide buyers with firsthand experience of the full spectrum 
of high-quality products from Barbados as they are treated to 

BIDC
Buyers Programme

by Sonja Trotman,
Chief Executive Officer, BIDC

BMEX has played a significant role in the development of the 
manufacturing sector and is the flagship that has served to place 
in sharp relief the importance of manufacturing in Barbados.
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demonstrations utilising 100% Barbadian items, showing off 
the versatility of the products.   Distributors and retailers are 
also afforded the opportunity for on-site company visits where 
they are able to make a better assessment of their potential 
partners in trade, as well as other relevant business-to-business 
engagements.  

Over the period of BIDC’s management of the Buyers’ 
Programme, the Corporation has been able to expose the 
manufacturing sector to a diverse line-up of buyers not only 
from within the region and traditional diaspora markets such 
as the UK, USA and Canada, but to international markets as 
well.  From within CARICOM, buyers have been facilitated from 
St Lucia, Jamaica, Guyana, Suriname, Belize and Dominica.  
Further markets have included the French territories of 
Martinique and Guadeloupe, Panama, Costa Rica, Cuba, and 
Scotland. 

A number of suppliers have been successfully introduced 
to new supply chains in some of these markets.  Through the 
initiative of the Buyers’ Programme combined with other 
developmental efforts, for example, a breakthrough into 
the Panamanian market was achieved in early 2018, when 
shipments of biscuits were recorded for the first time.  This trade 
has been sustained into 2019.  Another producer of indigenous 
snack foods was able to gain entrance into both the UK and USA 
markets. On the other side, some distributors in the traditional 
diaspora markets were able to extend their existing lines with 
additional new flavours and sizes over time.

The connectivity created by the Buyers’ Programme is 
critical for the capture of market intelligence.  Suppliers are 
able to garner firsthand information from these retailers and 
distributors relative to the markets they are targeting, including 
levels of demand, seasonalities,    changes in consumer tastes 
and preference, and also information relative to distributor-
supplier relationships.  Importantly, the Buyers’ Programme 
provides impetus for new product development as suppliers, 
through this feedback mechanism, can keep their ears to 
the ground as to emerging trends in the market that create 
opportunities for exploration.  Further, with the networks 
established through this programme, the BIDC, along with 
participating manufacturers, are able to remain ‘plugged in’ to 
new regulatory requirements as they occur, as well as changes 
in the distribution demographics.  

The BIDC continues to see the importance of the 
manufacturing and related services sectors which it serves, 
and remains committed to support efforts to grow and expand 
market share beyond Barbados’ shores. The manufacturing 
sector certainly has a role to play in the economic recovery 
of Barbados by way of employment, product creation, 
diversification and increased exports.  The imperative on the 
sector now, particularly in the context of an ever-challenging 
and dynamic market environment, is to continue to reinvent 
itself to meet the needs of the market and remain relevant to 
its consumers.  
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The Barbados Coalition of Service Industries 
(BCSI) was specifically designed to facilitate 
the international competitiveness and export 
potential of the Barbadian services sector. Using 
the four pillars of education, development, export 
development and lobbying and advocacy; the 

organisation has embarked on the continuous task of achieving 
this objective. One such industry which the BCSI has actively 
worked to develop, is the creative economy. 

The BCSI’s premiere programme in the area of the 
creative economy is the Firefly project. In November 2016, 
the BCSI developed the Firefly project under the theme 
‘From Obscurity into the Limelight’, with the objective of 
developing the domestic market for upcoming entrepreneurs 
within the creative economy, as a prelude to becoming more 
internationally competitive. Economically, research has 
shown that the creative economy is unique because demand 
is determined by supply as opposed to other industries where 
supply is a function of demand. This is attributed to the lack of 
a demand for a creative product until it is revealed by the artist.  
Therefore, the demand is essentially determined by the supply 
of the offering by the artist.

Consequently, for there to be an international or domestic 
demand for Barbadian cultural offerings, there must be a supply 

of the products for consumer consumption. The Firefly project 
seeks to address this market imperfection. Our approach to 
reducing the degree to which this shortage affects the market is 
twofold. Primarily, this event is designed to provide a medium 
for creative economy practitioners to showcase their products 
to the domestic market.  

Secondly, there is an underlying theme of cross fertilisation of 
sub-sectors linked to this initiative, as a means of encouraging 
participants to take advantage of marketing and showcasing 
opportunities amongst themselves in future endeavours. This 
will create the opportunity for           sub-sectors to “piggyback” 
on the success of others and grow the contribution of the sector 
to GDP in coming years. 

Building upon the Memorandum of Understanding signed 
between the BCSI and the Barbados Manufacturers’ Association 
(BMA) in March of this year, the BMEX and Firefly collaboration is 
the first of many which will be aimed at increasing the domestic 
value added of goods and services produced and consumed in 
Barbados. 

On the behalf of the board of management and the staff of the 
BCSI, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the 
BMA on the staging and execution of this important showcase 
- BMEX 2019.

BCSI working to develop 
the creative economy

Message from Exeutive Director of Barbados 
Coalition of Service Industries, Graham Clarke.
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We thank our partners for their continued support in making BMEX 2019 a success
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FURNITURE & DESIGN
W1 Blue Island Soaps
W2 Blue Island Soaps
W3 Sarah’s Exquisite Touch
W4 Christole’s Creatsions
W5 PrimRose Cosmetics
W6 Llifi Jewelz
W7 Sister Sister Naturals
W8 A & U Designs
W9 Ipersonalized It 246
W10 
W11 
W12 
W13 Healthy Kinks Botanicals Ltd.
W14 Annuket Beauty
W15 Jenanya’s
W16 Monumental Designs
W17 Cheryl Designs
W18 Mary Rose Clothing
W19 Jacoria Designs 
W20 Odacy Custom Designs
W21 Cam-Al
W22 Iyaaj
W23 Caribbean Export Development Agency
W24 Caribbean Export Development Agency
W25  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E24 Department of Emergency Management
E25 Department of Emergency Management
E26 Innogen Technologies Inc.
E27 Innogen Technologies Inc.
E28 Crown Packing (Barbados) Ltd.
E29 C.O. Williams Group of Companies
E30 PriceSmart Barbados Inc.
E31 Talius
E32 Roberts Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
E33 SUS Kennels
E34 SUS Kennels

Tiffany Room: Media Resource Department 

TABLE TOPS
T1 Safe Food Essentials
T2 
T3 
T4 Merle A. Jordan
T5 

UPPER LOBBY
L1 Debbie’s Sweets N Treats
L2 
L3 
L4 McBride Caribbean Ltd.
L5 McBride Caribbean Ltd.
L6 McBride Caribbean Ltd.
L7 McBride Caribbean Ltd.
L8 Barbados Investment & Development Corporation
L9 West India Coffee Co. T/A Italia Coffee House

LOWER LOBBY
L10 
L11 Barbados Institute of Architects
L12 Barbados Engineers Association

UPPER LOBBY
L13 BMA Studio
L14 BMA Studio
L15 Npure Water Filtration Inc.
L16 Naara Elements of Beauty / IMORO Spa 
L17 Azure Gourmet
L18 Capital Media H.D.
 
CONSTRUCTION
L19 R.L. Seale & Co. Ltd. 
L20 R.L. Seale & Co. Ltd. 
L21 The Art of Clay
L22 The Art of Clay
L23 Study Steps Inc.
L24 B’ You Designs / A.C’s Manufacturing 
L25 CK Design & Décor
L26 Media Hub
L27 Media Hub

E35 Massy Properties Barbados Ltd.
E36 Massy Properties Barbados Ltd.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
E37 Valencia Ltd.
E38 O’s Inc.
E39 Magnolia Chocolatier 
E40 P.A.M. Enterprises Inc.
E41 Bico Ltd
E42 Roberts Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
E43 Roberts Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
E44 Caribbean Export Development Agency
E45 Caribbean Export Development Agency 
 

L28 
L29 Caribbean Label Crafts Ltd.
L30 Bico Ltd
L31 Froots A.D.
L32 Cake and Pastry Factory
L33 Cake and Pastry Factory
L34 

INNER FOYER
E1 Barbados 4-H Foundation
E2 Choo’s Enterprises Ltd.
E3 Dixon’s Food Processing Services
E4 Shalana’s Natural Wines
E5 Cot Holdings Ltd.
E6 Cot Holdings Ltd.

HOME EXPO
E7 Solar Dynamics Ltd.
E8 
E9 Ministry of Transport, Works and Maintenance
E10 Lifetime Co-Operative Credit Union Ltd.
E11 CIBC FirstCaribbean 
E12 Lifetime Co-Operative Credit Union Ltd.
E13 Frontline Trading
E14 Frontline Trading
E15 Crown Packing (Barbados) Ltd.
E16 Glass Shadows
E17 
E18 Sansevieria Garden & Plant Nursery 
E19 Sansevieria Garden & Plant Nursery 
E20 Yahudas Originals 
E21 Massy Properties Barbados Ltd.
E22 SUS Kennels
E23 Massy Properties Barbados Ltd. 
 

E46 The Fudge Box
E47 Valour Tropical Desserts
E48 Quickie Deez
E49 Good Time Snacks Ltd.

CONSTRUCTION
E50 
E51 
E52 

Barbados Manufacturers’s Association
BMEX 2019
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FURNITURE & DESIGN
UF1 Premium Treasures of Barbados/

Heritage Teas of Barbados
UF2
UF3 Earth Mother Botanicals Ltd.
UF4 Hatchman’s Premium Cheeses Inc.
UF5 Hatchman’s Premium Cheeses Inc.
UF6 Addis Alem Cooperative Society 
UF7 Addis Alem Cooperative Society 
UF8 Stingerz
UF9 Barbados Accreditation Council
UF10 Hello Naturalle

TABLETOPS
UT1 Prestige Print and Trading Ltd.
UT2 Prestige Print and Trading Ltd.
UT3 Red Lab
UT4 Sandy’s Jewels

UF11 Gabby’s Salon & Day Spa 
UF12 Gabby’s Salon & Day Spa
UF13 Rosebud Concepts
UF14 Personalise It!
UF15 Harmony Rehab
UF16 Flow 
UF17 FLOW 
UF18 UWI Open Campus (Barbados)
UF19 UWI Open Campus (Barbados)
UF20 Fine Foods
UF21 Fine Foods

UT5 Bajan Balmz Aromatherapy Services Inc. 
UT6 Bajan Balmz Aromatherapy Services Inc.
UT7 Career Development Institute
UT8 Prosecure Distributors Ltd.

UF22
UF23 Nature’s Silver 
UF24 Amerindian Handy Craft
UF25 Amerindian Handy Craft
UF28 Marine Trading 
UF29 Miracle Balm
UF30 Miracle Balm
UF31 Pop Gourmet
UF32 Ari’s Sweet Treats 
UF33 SJ’s Batters Juices, Sauces & Catering
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FURNITURE & DESIGN
  1  The Barbados Light & Power Co. Ltd.
  2  The Barbados Light & Power Co. Ltd.
  3  The Barbados Light & Power Co. Ltd.
  4  New Dawn Nursery 
  5  Milled Right Cane Juice/Smiley Sno Cones
Shop 1  National Conservation Commission
Shop 2 
Shop 3  Hipac Ltd.
Shop 4  New Dawn Nursery

OUTDOOR ATTRACTIONS
  Bajan Pure Bottled Water (BMEX Official Water)  
  BMEX Car Show (Street Predatorz)
  Burger King Mobile
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There is cause for concern given the undoubted 
decline of the manufacturing sector in 
Barbados and other CARICOM countries. In 
Barbados, Central Bank data reveals that on 
average, manufacturing contributes 6.1 per 
cent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). This 

is a far way off given that the sector consistently registered 
double digits as a share of the country’s Gross Domestic 
Product in previous decades. 

Notwithstanding the relative decline of the sector, 
manufacturing remains crucial to the development 
of small island developing states like ours. Since the 
last industrial revolution, nearly all countries that 
have managed the transition from low to high income 
have undergone industrialization, diversification 
and upgrading of their production structure. Indeed, 
there is some research which suggest that only a few 
countries with valuable natural resources, and with small 
populations, such as Botswana and Oman, have gone 
through a period of sustained economic growth without 
advancing manufacturing production. The research also 
suggests that the poorest countries all have insignificant 
manufacturing bases. 

Productivity growth and technological advancement 
lie at the heart of economic development and this reality 
underscores the value of manufacturing to the economic 
fortunes of countries, particularly in a context where 
most technological breakthroughs have been closely 
associated with the manufacturing sector. Professor Ha-
Joon Chang and others from the University of Cambridge 
have argued that the manufacturing sector is the main 

source of technology-driven productivity growth in 
modern economies. Essentially, a vibrant manufacturing 
sector is important in the context of national productivity, 
innovation, jobs and the overall welfare of the state. 

There are three general areas which could help to 
harness manufacturing to give greater impetus to 
development in Barbados and the wider CARICOM Region 
- embracing the new industrial revolution, creating 
industrial policy and thinking global will advance the 
sector.

EMBRACE THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

Mobile supercomputing. Intelligent robots. Self-
driving cars. 3D printing. Many economists, political and 
business leaders from around the world are convinced 
that we are at the beginning of a new industrial revolution 
which is changing the way we live and work. Advances 
in artificial intelligence, robotics and information 
and communication technologies are disrupting the 
traditional ways of doing business. 3D printing opens 
up a whole new world of possibilities for manufacturers. 
Available technology makes it possible for a consumer to 
purchase a sketch of an item such as a shoe and have it 
custom made via 3D printing. At a time of high volatility in 
the cost, availability and transportability of raw materials 
and intermediary inputs, technology such as 3D printing 
can lower production costs and time, shorten the value 
chain, minimize waste and allow for mass customization 
as opposed to mass production. 

by Joel Richards

Manufacturing
and Development
in Small Island 
Economies
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According to the World Economic Forum Technology 
Tipping Points and Societal Impact Report, the following 
technology tipping points could occur by 2025:

• The first 3D-printed car in production; 
• 5 percent of consumer products printed in 3D; and 
• The first transplant of a 3D-printed liver. 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

The most successful examples of late developers, 
particularly in East Asia, have all had targeted industrial 
policies. The Revised Treaty of Chaguaramas Establishing 
the CARICOM Single Market and Economy (CSME) 
contemplates a Community Industrial Policy which is 
yet to be fully fleshed out.  As a region, there are things 
which must be done collectively. Among them are setting 
incentives for innovation, energy efficiency, and new and 
emerging technologies.  A new approach to industrial 
policy would include creating a climate of cooperation 
between government, the private sector and the 
academic community on matters relating to innovation 
and industrial transformation; policy development 
which promotes economic and export diversification; 
and the creation of green growth policies in light of the 
potential of the green economy to accelerate economic 
transformation. 

THINK GLOBAL 

As small economies, we cannot afford to be closed in 
an open world. 

According to the World Bank, countries that are open to 
international trade tend to grow faster, innovate, improve 
productivity and provide higher income and more 
opportunities to their people. The World Bank also posits 
that integrating with the world economy through trade 
and global value chains helps drive economic growth and 
reduce poverty both locally and globally. 

Over the years, CARICOM has negotiated a number 
of trade deals on behalf of its members, notably trade 
agreements with the European Union, the Dominican 
Republic, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba and Venezuela. 
The United States and Canada also provide preferential 
access to their markets for a significant number of 
our manufactured goods. These agreements and 
arrangements demonstrate that as a Community, we are 
prepared to be outward looking. When partners approach 
us to conclude trade deals, it is also a signal that they see 
the Region as a place with opportunities to do business. 
We too must also see the rest of the world as a place for us 
to do business. 

Joel Richards, Technical Attaché Permanent Delegation of 
the OECS to UN Organizations in Geneva, is the former technical 
advisor – CARICOM Secretariat’s Office of Trade Negotiations 

*The BMA congratulates Mr. Richards on his new role and wish 
him well as he continues to represent regional trade interests.
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Firefly is a fresh and creative space developed by the 
Barbados Coalition of Service Industries (BCSI) for 
the commercialisation of emerging Barbadian talent 
within the creative arts. Firefly by design is developed 
to be a private sector lead initiative. As a result, the 
BCSI’s role in this initiative particularly lies in a 

facilitation capacity. This year, with the external coordination 
assistance of Anies Jordan and Zhané Padmore, the Firefly 
Project will be centred around high-quality art, fashion, music 
and mixology.  

The ultimate goal of this showcase is to provide commercial 
opportunities for young persons between the ages of 18-30 
within the creative industries. With this in mind, we encourage 
the public to come out to purchase the items available for sale 
by the entrepeneurs in the village.  The village will feature a 
wide array of domestically designed and produced clothing, 
jewellery, photography and art. We encourage the general 
public to come prepared to take advantage of the deals on offer.

Beyond the pop-up shop elements of the Firefly Creative 
Village, there are also live demonstrations, fashion shows and 
concerts each day.  These demonstrations will run from 3 p.m.. 
to 5 p.m.. each day, while the fashion shows and concerts will 
run from 6 p.m. These events are guaranteed to be high quality 
and entertaining as is synonymous with the Firefly Brand. All 
BMEX patrons are welcome into the village absolutely free. We 
look forward to welcoming you this weekend. See you soon!

Firefly to let young
creativity shine
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Empowering women entrepreneurs has been at the 
forefront for the Caribbean Export Development 
Agency in cooperation with the European Union 
over the past year with the inaugural WE-Xport 
programme.  They’ll be bringing together the first 
cohort of women owned businesses in two WE-Xport 

pavilions at this years’ BMEX.
WE-Xport, which is short for Women Empowered through 

Export, has been the first women only initiative of the Caribbean 
Export designed to enhance the export competitiveness of 
women-owned firms.  Since its launch in March 2018, 20 female 
entrepreneurs have been involved in a range of interventions 
including an access to a finance workshop co-sponsored 
with the Caribbean Development Bank; one-on-one business 
coaching and technical assistance support to strengthen the 
development of key aspects of their businesses and prepare 
them to start exporting or grow their exports regionally and 
internationally.

A significant aspect of the programme has been to support 
increased market penetration.  Some of the WE-Xport firms 
were able to attend international trade shows such as SIAL 

Paris and conducted market visits in Europe to gain consumer 
feedback during the European Development Days (EDD2018).  
With a sales and marketing initiative promoting the WE-Xport 
businesses with buyers in the Caribbean and internationally, 
the companies will bring their products to BMEX where they will 
meet with Barbadian, regional and international buyers.

MEET THE BRANDS OF WE-XPORT

Beauty, cosmetics, fashion and jewelry W 23/24

Your True Shade (Jamaica) – A high quality product that 
uses natural minerals and local ingredients to create a potpourri 
of 23 makeup shade variations, bronzers, blush among other 
products that match the shades of the Caribbean woman. YTS 
is keen on our mantra “Flawless Skin and Flawless Makeup”.

bahamaSpaTM (The Bahamas) - Proud producers of soap, 
body whipped cream, sea salt scrubs and more. Their luxurious 
line of spa products is handcrafted using the finest indigenous, 
healing, nourishing, mineral replenishing, herbs, salts and 
essential oils from the land and sea.

Women Exporting 
Across the Region
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Designs by Nadia (St Lucia) – Produces one-of-a-kind 
designs and limited collections created from indigenous and 
naturally occurring material, such as seeds, fish scales, sea 
glass, leather and metals from the region. The pieces exude a 
sensual femininity that instinctively complements the wearer.

Bijou Lakay (Haiti) – An innovative line of jewelry and 
accessories handmade with natural materials like bullhorn, 
bones, wood. A community of craftsmen transform designs to 
bold jewellery. Each collection tells a story. Authenticity and 
style define us.

Tambran by Tamara (Grenada) - a luxury eco-jewellery 
brand that specialises in the creation of one-of-a-kind, 
handmade, statement jewellery and accessories from the 
transformation of recycled materials and naturals seeds and 
fibres.

Kimya Glasgow (St Vincent and the Grenadines) - The 
Kimya Glasgow aesthetic celebrates the rhythm of the human 
form in motion, influenced by the Caribbean aesthetic 
through its culture and art. The relaxed elegance of cottons, 
linens, crochet and jute are often juxtaposed with the warm, 
luminescent glow of Dupioni silks or even the sparkle of lamé 
or sequins. Unique touches such as hand-painting and hand-
beading or a soft lining, add a sense of luxury to handmade 
wearable-art pieces.

Meme Bete (St Lucia) - At Même Bête, they focus on 
providing bags that are both practical and fashionable. All 
items are handmade with precision in St Lucia, to offer you 
the best quality and finishing.  The vibrant chic designs are 
inspired by island life; the colour, the traditions and the history. 
You can guarantee that Même Bête bags will give your look an 
unforgettable pop of fun!
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Kapril Industrial Laboratorio (Dominican Republic) - In 
2005, the KAPRIL brand launched a line of hair care products 
made of five protein and vitamin ingredients which made it 
known and won the acceptance of the consuming public.

Dominica Tours (Dominica) - The Nature Island’s Experience 
Coordinators is a private Destination Management & Marketing 
company offering accommodations and experiences in the 
North, South & Central of Dominica, above & below the water!

The Villas at Sunset Lane (Antigua and Barbuda) - Nestled 
beautifully on a hillside surrounded by the richest of colours 
and natural fauna, you will find your home away from home – 
the award-winning Villas at Sunset Lane.

Food and Beverage E 44/45

Benlar Foods Ltd (Jamaica) – Nutritious, healthy and 
convenient foods with product offerings such as ackee, callaloo, 
carrot drink, fresh sorrel, seasoning mixes and pumpkin soup 
mix, plus much more.

Eco Farms (Jamaica) – Innovators of honey, EcoFarms 
utilise sustainable technology to produce organic-quality 
products.  They strategically position their bees in remote areas 
near orchards of coffee, logwood, orange, flowering trees and 
crops to create natural flavoured honey.

Wippy Peanut Butter (Suriname) – Peanuts, peanuts and 
more peanuts that are naturally grown and sourced from 
across the region and internationally go into every jar of Wippy 
Peanut Butter. 

Caribbean Cure (Trinidad and Tobago) – A collection 
of healing teas that are handcrafted with premium organic 
ingredients which contain no additives or artificial flavours.  
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They feature local healing ingredients and pair them with 
aromatic natural herbs, flowers and barks to ensure tea drinkers 
enjoy maximum wellness in every cup.

Habanero Trinidad (Trinidad and Tobago) – Adding flavor 
to life by always providing the finest quality pepper sauce.  
Habernero pepper sauce uses sun ripened Trinidad moruga red 
peppers, land race yellow peppers and scorpion peppers.

Hot Mama’s Belize Ltd (Belize) – Manufacturers of food 
products using fresh ingredients. Vegan, non-gmo, gluten free 
with no preservatives. Their vision is to become the world’s 
favourite pepper sauce supplier.

Sugar Town Organics (St Kitts and Nevis) - Sugar Town 
Organics is a mother and daughter-led health and wellness 
company with two product lines: Yaphene and Flauriel. 
Together the duo and their team create farm fresh cosmetics 
and food products packed with raw, organic, active ingredients 
to promote good health and well-being. 

For more information visit www.carib-export.com/wexport
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The Barbados Manufacturers’ Association...
Supporting innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship

across the manufacturing sector.

CREATED IN
BARBADOS
CREATED IN
BARBADOS
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Working to build a stronger Nation

A member of


